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RSA-LP promotes four associates to principal lawyers and one principal is the new head of
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Family and Successions

 

RSA-LP changed the firm´s organization chart by a group of promotions where four former
associates became principal lawyers of the firm. André Batoca (top left), Sofia Gomes Cardoso (top
right), João Luz Soares (bottom left), and João Subtil (bottom right) joined Manuel Nobre Correia, Ana
Pires, Joana Mata, Andreia Gonçalves da Costa and Ricardo Nery as principal lawyers of the firm.

André Batoca is an associate in the Public law department, developing his practice in Administrative
and Tax law, Sofia Gomes Cardoso develops her entire practice area in the General Litigation
department, João Luz Soares has been working in the Criminal law team and collaborates with the
General Litigation department, and João Subtil focuses his work on the area of Corporate and Real
Estate law, integrating the Corporate department.

Also, Ana Pires, who was already principal lawyer, was appointed head of the Family and
Successions area. According with João Ricardo Nóbrega, partner of the firm, “her sensibility and the
excellent treatment in the matters of privacy which she develops in her way of carrying cases of this
area are highly appreciated by her clients, and that is why we chose her for this position.”

“This promotion is an investment in the new generations and in the recognition of the technical
quality and personal characteristics of each of these associate lawyers who collaborate with RSA-
LP, a network created by law firm RSA– Raposo Subtil e Associados,” states the firm.

In the words of António Raposo Subtil, founding partner of RSA-LP, the “bet on this group of young
lawyers represents the future strategy and the core of RSA-LP because talent has been a
determining factor in the path taken”.

 


